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LOGLINE
When a young black carpenter faces discrimination on a new jobsite, she must choose between
making a stand or keeping her job.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
It’s Laneice’s first day on a new jobsite. Despite her experience and know-how, it’s clear that the
men on her new crew see her as a joke, a token, and a threat. Although an accomplished
carpenter—Laneice is about to “journey out” and just needs a few more hours to complete her
apprenticeship—her new foreman Wayne assigns her “grunt work” while favoring his less-skilled
nephew. Laneice must navigate not just assumptions about race and gender, but construction
politics to prove her worth and when a crucial task goes wrong, she must decide if she’s going to
step up or step aside.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I worked as a union carpenter for six years. My apprenticeship was demanding both physically and
mentally. The labor required in building construction can be tedious and grueling to a newcomer
and every task was something I had never done before. My body ached and I would come home
barely able to close my hands after gripping tools all day.
My co-workers at the time, had never worked with a woman before, let alone a Latina who
happened to be gay. One day, my boss asked me why I was there. I said, “I’m here to work.” He
nodded before sending me to go clean up after everyone else for the rest of the day. I spent a lot
of time proving I could hold my own and hold actual power tools. I loved the work, though, and
eventually I completed my apprenticeship and “journeyed out,” as they say.
Years later, I watched “My Walk Has Never Been Average,” a play based on the doctoral thesis of
Dr. Roberta Hunte and directed by Bonnie Ratner. The play was an unsettling rundown of the
unique difficulties black women in construction trades face, but also moving and inspiring to see
how they persevere and support one another. I loved how these women’s stories were brought
together as a play, so I approached Roberta—a longtime friend from our days at the Portland-based
nonprofit Oregon Tradeswomen—about creating another tradeswomen story in the form of a film.
Sista in the Brotherhood was an attempt to realistically portray what it’s like to work as a woman of
color in the white, male-dominated environment of construction. Not only does the industry’s
traditional worker fit into a very specific demographic—a white male—but the culture of the trades
itself is a tough one. Hazing, mocking, and teasing are typical forms of communication, possibly an
attempt to toughen up workers for the sometimes very physically demanding work of construction.
Times have changed since that culture was created—in addition to technological and safety
advances that shift the industry culture, the reality is that the construction trades can no longer
consist of primarily white men and still survive. With baby boomers retiring in droves, the industry
must seek non-traditional workers to replenish their labor. At the same time, women need access
to living wage careers more than ever before, and the trades that can pay rather well and don’t
require a college education.
I was drawn to this story because of my own experience in construction. It was a thrill to show one
woman’s moment of truth—and a strange kind of therapy to direct actors to play some of the leastkind tradesmen I worked with in my years in the field. Laneice is a skilled union carpenter forced to
keep her head down on the jobsite until she can find her allies or at least figure out how this
particular crew works. And when the tension between her and her foreman becomes too much,
she is forced to decide how to carry herself through. It is this moment of personal decision that I
was most fascinated by as it communicates the universal perseverance and preservation of the
human spirit. —Dawn Jones Redstone
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DID YOU KNOW…
✓ Sista was shot near the construction of the Sellwood Bridge in Portland, Oregon. As a
federal project, the site has diversity requirements and served as the perfect backdrop for
the film, adding both credibility and symbolism to the story.
✓ According to UCLA’s Bunche Center, women were outnumbered 2-to-1 among film
leads, 8-to-1 among film directors, and 4-to-1 among film writers in 2012-13. In that same
period, minorities were outnumbered more than 2-to-1 among film leads, 2-to-1 among
film directors, and 3-to-1 among film writers.

Not so on the set of Sista. Not only was it produced, directed, and stars women of color,
the crew was almost all female and 50% women of color. Sista is breaking boundaries
both in front of and behind the camera.
✓ Dawn Jones Redstone worked as a union carpenter for six years and provided many of
the props and job-site knowledge to make the film realistic.
✓ Josie Seid, who makes a brief but critical appearance in the film, learned to use her
tool 20 minutes before her scene was shot.
✓ Lead actor sidony o’neal trained for months with carpentry trainer Kaeli Casati to
convincingly play her character. She learned how to measure, cut, carry lumber, and use a
circular saw.
✓ In one of the final scenes, Laneice performs a “gang cut,” a skilled maneuver where
several boards are nailed down side by side and cut all at once to the same length.
✓ Dave Knell (Frank) has a rich history in Hollywood. He was in Total Recall (1990), Turner
& Hooch (1989), and Splash (1984)
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Inspired by the doctoral thesis of Dr. Roberta Hunte, “My Walk Has Never Been Average:
Black Tradeswomen Negotiating Intersections of Race and Gender In Long Term Careers
in The United States’ Building Trades.”
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